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Abstract: To address the delamination and water leakage caused by the fracture of insulated chilled
water pipeline (ICWP) in the process of long-distance drilling through deep strata, a new insulated
cold transmission pipe with a composite structure was designed based on the actual project. The
mechanical and deformation characteristics of the mortar materials of the different filling layers
were investigated using uniaxial compression and Brazilian split tests. The distribution law of the
maximum principal strain field on the surface during the test process was obtained by applying the
digital image correlation method. Based on the experimental results, the finite-difference model was
established and FLAC3D was used to analyze the stability of the long-distance composite structure
ICWP under different stress conditions. The numerical results show that when the ground stress
exceeds 12 MPa, the plastic damage occurs in the inner and outer filling layers of the ICWP. When
the ground stress reaches 17.5 MPa, there is a small plastic zone in the cold transmission pipe,
but the composite structure ICWP does not affect the regular operation of the pipe. Based on that,
the mapping relationship for the plastic damage rate of the inner and outer filling mortar of the
ICWP to the ground stress and the parameters of the insulation pipe was constructed to provide a
theoretical basis for improving the deformation damage resistance characteristics of the composite
structure ICWP.

Keywords: deep mine; long distance; cold transmission pipe; mechanical properties; overall stability

1. Introduction

With the expansion of population and rapid industrialization, more minerals need
to meet the rapidly growing demand for resources [1], which requires the excavation of
deep underground minerals. In 2015, there were more than 74 coal mines with a mining
depth exceeding 900 m, and the original raw rock temperature ranges from 35 to 45 ◦C in
China. Recently, an increasing number of coal and metal mines have engineering challenges
caused by hot and humid mining environments, adversely impacting the health of miners,
mining facilities, and productive force [2].

To create the thermal environment required for the underground space, a running
system that improves overall efficiency and reduces electricity costs was adopted [3–5].
Surface air coolers, 0 ◦C chilled water, and an ice cooling system were used to explore
energy-saving solutions for deep mines [6]. Inrushing mine water was used as the cooling
energy to control the environment, which helped to reduce the energy consumption of the
cooling system [7].

The cooling system consumes more than 20% of the total energy in the mine. Using
variable speed drive technology decreases electricity demand, thus reducing 33% of the
total energy consumption [8,9]. The thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the mine cooling
system were studied by evaluating the energy consumption of the system with a simulation
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model in a holistic view. The results showed that creating a comfortable and healthy
environment is possible without a significant increase in capital costs [10].

Although the above survey shows that these technologies can reduce electricity cost,
the investment and electricity consumption of the cooling system is quite high for a mine.
That is because a large amount of heat transfers from the surrounding rock to the airflow
in the deep underground space, resulting in an increased cooling load. By insulating the
building envelope, the cooling load can be reduced, thus cutting the electricity cost and
investment of the cooling system [11–13]. The use of thermal insulation materials can
reduce the overall energy consumption of cooling systems in the underground space [14].
Heat transferred from the surrounding rock to the underground space may account for
more than 75% of the total cooling load in deep mines [15]. By analyzing the effect of the
thermal insulating layer on the surrounding rock heat radiation, we concluded that the
heat flux between the surrounding rock and the airflow can be reduced by using thermal
insulation materials. The total cost associated with thermal insulation first decreases and
then increases when the insulation thickness increases [16].

Currently, air conditioning technology is mainly used for mine cooling, improving the
thermal and humid environment of the mine tunnel and working face by directly controlling
the temperature and humidity of the airflow in the mine. There are three kinds of cooling
systems: the ground-chilled water system [4], the underground-chilled water system [5],
and the ground ice slurry system [6]. The three kinds of cooling systems need to transport
different secondary refrigerants to the underground through the piping system to ensure
that the refrigerant temperature meets the refrigeration and energy-saving requirements.
Mine cooling systems can make up to 25% of a mine’s total electricity consumption [17].
The coefficient of performance (COP) of the ice slurry cooling system is usually lower
than the water cooling system [4]. He et al. [18] proposed the HEMS technology of high-
temperature heat-harm control in deep mining with the constant temperature layer water
source as the refrigerant, which achieved a good cooling effect in the mine with good water
source conditions.

Under the guidance of carbon peaking and carbon neutrality policy, the cooling
technology of cold water in heat-damaged mines is bound to receive better development in
China. Feng et al. [19] proposed a maximum air volume cooling system in which the air
supply was cooled directly on the surface. The cooling effect is better in the initial stage of
the heat-damaged mine and in the mine with the short mining distance.

However, no more mature mine cooling research results can be widely promoted due
to the differences in the causes of heat damage in mines in practice, underground mining
methods, mechanical and electrical equipment configurations, and ventilation systems.
The use of artificial refrigeration cooling measures to solve the problem of heat damage at
the working face during deep mining mainly relies on practical experience.

The new method of “the ground cooling-deep underground long-distance borehole
cooling-concentrated cooling in mining areas” can effectively solve the problem of cooling
and heat dissipation in underground environments. The method can effectively shorten
the cooling distance, improve the cooling efficiency, avoid installing the refrigeration
unit downhole, and keep maintenance of the cooling system easy. However, when the
chilled water from the ground is transported over long distances through deep strata to the
underground mining area, the pipeline is subjected to extrusion and shear stresses caused
by ground stress and the water flow, resulting in potential risks such as delamination,
fracture, and leakage. In particular, the long-distance composite structure of the heat
preservation and cold transfer pipe in the underground cooling of high-temperature mines
should be considered in addition to the control of cold loss. What is more, other aspects
should be considered, such as the mechanical properties of the solid pipe plugging filling
material between the borehole and the casing and the insulation material between the
casing and the cold-water transfer pipe, such as compressive and tensile resistance, the
extrusion stress and shear stress caused by gravity and water strike of the casing, cold
pipe, solid pipe plugging material, insulation material, and cold-water transmission. The
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abovementioned items ensures the stability and reliability of the casing and long-distance
cold transmission pipe in the borehole through deep strata.

The insulation materials must also adapt to the special environment of high tem-
perature and high humidity in high-temperature heat-damaged mines. Their protective
layers must have enough strength to protect the insulation material from damage [20].
Currently, the most commonly used insulation materials include polystyrene and rigid
polyurethane foamed. Yue et al. [21,22] improved the artificial system of chilled water
cooling and proposed an integrated system concept of shallow geothermal heat storage,
mine cooling, and a variable condition heat pump for the current situation of the high
heat discharge and low utilization rate of the independent cooling system in mines, and
they carried out relevant researches in the aspects of long distance transportation of chilled
water and critical technology of centralized cooling with significant enthalpy difference.
The results have been practically applied in engineering.

Zhu, H. et al. [23] studied the flow erosion and deformation of oil pipeline under
the coupling effect of fluid and solid and analyzed the influencing factors of corrosion
and deformation of the tee pipeline. The numerical results show that higher inlet mass
flow or 90-degree confluence angle leads to more serious water flow erosion and larger
deformation. Zhang, J. et al. [24] studied the mechanical behavior and plastic deformation
of buried pipelines under soil overloading. The results show that the no-pressure pipeline is
more prone to failure, and the von Mises stress and plastic strain of buried pipeline increase
as the ground loading and loading area increase. Mou, B. et al. [25] studied the Seismic
behavior of the corner joints of a frame under biaxial cyclic loading. The results indicate
that the loading types affect the bearing capacities of the specimens. Wang, K. et al. [26]
studied the mechanical properties of the long-distance energy transmission pipeline (LETP)
under the interaction of temperature load and pressure load. The results show that the
coupling of the temperature loading and the pressure loading is significantly affected by
the end-side constraints of the pipelines. Qin, G. et al. [27] studied the pipeline condition
assessment and finite-element modeling of mechano-electrochemical interaction between
corrosion defects with varied orientations on pipelines. The results show that the strongest
mechano-electrochemical interaction occurred between defects when the longitudinal or
circumferential spacing is 0, causing high-level local stress concentration and the anodic
current density (i.e., corrosion rate) at the corrosion defects. As the defects gradually
overlapped or separated from each other on the pipe surface, the magnitude of the M E
interaction decreased. The interaction between defects even disappeared when the longitu-
dinal or circumferential spacing between defects reached 96 mm or 72 mm, respectively,
and the defects can be assessed separately. From the above literature, it is found that the
safety of the pipeline operation is determined by a variety of loadings. Moreover, the
various physical fields generated by the different loadings are coupled with each other and
jointly affect the stress and deformation of the pipeline, which ultimately determines the
mechanical properties of the pipeline network.

Based on the proposed selection of ordinary cement mortar (OCM) and insulation-
foamed cement mortar (FCM) suitable for grouting construction between the cold trans-
mission borehole, casing, and long-distance cold transmission pipeline in Wutongzhuang
mine, Handan, trial grouting samplings were carried out to test the tensile and compressive
properties of the cement slurry and insulation-foamed cement slurry specimens at normal
temperature. By conducting uniaxial compression tests and Brazilian splitting mechanical
tests and building FLAC3D finite-difference models, numerical simulations were adopted
to investigate the overall stability and reliability of the long-distance composite insulation
and cold transmission pipeline through deep strata. The results validated the feasibility of
the new insulated cold transmission pipe with a composite structure, providing a theoreti-
cal basis for the design, installation, and operational safety of cold transmission pipelines
through deep strata.
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2. Engineering Background

The deep shaft under study is located in the Wutongzhuang mine in Handan, China.
The depth of the inlet tunnel of the mining area is about 739 m. To reduce the loss of
cold transmission, the distance of cold transmission should be the shortest, which can be
achieved by setting a refrigeration station on the ground in the vertical direction of the
underground heat exchange station. However, the ground in this location is the protected
farmland, which is unsuitable for setting the refrigeration station, while 450 m to the
northwest is an industrial sub-plaza of the mine, where a ground refrigeration station can
be set up, and the correspondence relation in the vertical direction is shown in Figure 1a.
The chilled water supply pipe and its installation borehole between the surface cooling
station and the underground high and low-pressure heat exchange station are constructed
with an oblique borehole passing through the strata. The vertical depth and the length of
the chilled water supply pipe through the strata are approximately 630 m and 700 m.
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Figure 1. Location cross-reference drawing, section, and layout of cold transmission pipes:
(a) Comparison of the location of the industrial sub-plaza on the surface and the air intake lane
in the underground mining area; (b) Cross-sectional view of insulated cold transmission pipe;
(c) Insulated cold transmission pipe layout.

Except when affected by the heat transfer from the stratum with a certain temperature
distribution, the cold pipe must have a certain mechanical strength to withstand various
stress impacts and damages. Therefore, the cold transmission pipe needs to be designed to
meet both the adiabatic insulation needs of the heat transfer and cold loss in the cold transfer
process and the compressive strength requirements of the stress damage. The preliminary
design of the composite insulation pipe structure is shown in Figure 1b. The layer from
the inside to the outside is cold steel pipe, solid pipe filling cement slurry layer, cold pipe
protection casing, solid pipe plugging cement slurry layer, and drilling, respectively. The
cold transmission pipe is divided into the water supply and return pipe. As the cooling load
is greater, the diameter of the cold transmission pipe is larger, which will inevitably cause
the casing and borehole diameter to be larger. The larger diameter of cold transmission
pipe and borehole brings huge difficulty and risk to drilling slant holes through deep
strata while increasing the construction cycle. Therefore, the cold transmission system is
composed of four cold transmission pipes: two are water supply pipes and two are return
pipes, as shown in Figure 1. The heat transfer of the cold pipe through the deep strata
directly affects the size of the loss in the process of cold-water transmission, and if the
temperature rise is too large, it directly affects the cooling effect downhole.

3. Filling Material Mechanical Properties Tests

Based on the material mechanics experiment, we studied the stress state (uniaxial com-
pression and uniaxial tension) of the solid pipe and insulation material in the cold transmis-
sion pipe. Additionally, we analyzed the uniaxial compressive and tensile properties of the
filling material, such as the OCM material and FCM materials, which provided the basis for
analyzing and evaluating the safety and stability of the composite cold transmission pipes.

3.1. Specimens Preparation and Testing Equipment

To investigate the compressive and tensile properties of the OCM specimens and
insulated FCM specimens of hardened cold transmission pipe, specimens for uniaxial
compression tests and Brazilian splitting tests were prepared by taking cores from the cold
transmission pipe and using them, as shown in Figure 2. In this study, specimens were
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processed into plates with height × width × thickness = 50 mm × 30 mm × 20 mm to
make the full-field strain measurements more conducive.
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Figure 2. Ordinary cement and foamed cement specimens: (a) Ordinary cement mortar specimens;
(b) Foamed cement mortar specimens.

The uniaxial compressive and tensile properties of ordinary and foamed cement mortar
specimens were monitored by a DNS100 electronic universal testing machine from China
University of Mining and Technology. A displacement-controlled loading mode with a
0.18 mm/min loading rate was used. To quantitatively study the strain field evolution
process of the material under compression, a high-speed digital camera was used to take
real-time pictures of the damage and fracture process of the specimens, and a digital image
correlation system could be adopted to analyze the strain field distribution on the surface
of the specimens. The layout of the specific experimental equipment is shown in Figure 3.
Before loading, the specimens were first treated with laser speckle, as shown in Figure 3.
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3.2. Results and Analysis
3.2.1. Uniaxial Compressive Properties of Filling Materials

The histograms of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and elastic modulus (E) of OC
and FC specimens are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Histogram of UCS and E of the filling material: (a) Uniaxial compressive strength;
(b) Modulus of elasticity.

The evolution of the maximum strain under uniaxial compression of the filling material
was obtained by analyzing the photographs taken by the high-speed camera during the
uniaxial compression test with digital image correlation techniques, as shown in Figure 5.
From left to right are 50% peak stress, 80% peak stress, 90% peak stress, 100% peak stress,
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and the maximum principal strain distribution on the surface of the uniaxially compressed
specimen after peak. Figure 5 shows that, for the OCM specimen, the maximum strain
develops gradually from the lower right end of the specimen as the loading proceeds,
and the maximum strain is only 2%. When the stress exceeds a certain value, the stress is
concentrated in the upper right part of the specimen and develops continuously. Finally, a
band area with the largest mean strain value appears in the central axis of the specimen and
the specimen is damaged. The OCM material is brittle, and the damage is typical of brittle
tensile damage. When stress is near the UCS, some of the surface scatter was detached
from the specimens, affecting the calculation accuracy and the maximum principal strain
of the actual rock sample could not reach 15%.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the maximum principal strain under uniaxial compression of the filling
material: (a) OCM specimens; (b) FCM specimens.

In the uniaxial compression process of the FCM specimen, two large strain zones ap-
pear at the left and right ends of the upper part of the specimen at the initial moment. With
the stress increasing, these two zones develop. The third large strain zone appears when
the stress exceeds a specific value. Eventually, all three large strain zones are destroyed at
the time of damage: foamed cement mortar displays plastic characteristics compared to the
OCM specimen and its damage is compression-shear damage. Through the study of the
strain field of foamed concrete, it is found that foamed concrete has strong plastic failure
characteristics, which is quite different from that of ordinary concrete. This research result
is consistent with the research results of Lei-lei Guan et al. [28] on foamed concrete, and
they all believe that foamed concrete has good plastic deformation ability.

3.2.2. Tensile Properties of the Filling Material

The column chart of the tensile strength of the filling materials is shown in Figure 6. It
can be seen that the uniaxial tensile strengths of the OCM specimens are all higher than that
of the foamed cement mortar, and the uniaxial tensile strengths of the OCM specimens are
all higher than 2.09 MPa, with a more uniform distribution; the uniaxial tensile strengths of
the foamed cement mortar are more discrete in distribution, and the uniaxial compressive
strength of specimen P5# is twice that of P6#.
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Analyzing the photographs captured by a high-speed camera during the Brazilian
splitting tests with digital image correlation techniques, the evolution of the maximum
strain of the filling material was obtained.

As shown in Figure 7, from left to right, are 50% peak stress, 80% peak stress, 90%
peak stress, 100% peak stress, and the maximum principal strain distribution on the surface
of the uniaxially compressed specimen after peak. From Figure 7, it can be seen that under
Brazilian splitting tests, the OCM specimens do not have an obvious larger strain zone in
the vertical diameter direction, and only at the critical moment of damage a maximum
principal strain line along the vertical diameter direction appears; under Brazilian splitting
tests, the foamed cement mortar does not have an obvious characteristic of a maximum
strain zone at lower stress levels, and after the stress exceeds a certain value, a larger
principal strain zone appears along the vertical diameter direction and a fracture occurs at
the center of the cylinder.
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A comparison of the evolution of the maximum principal strains in ordinary cement
paste and foamed cement paste under Brazilian split tests shows that the damage process
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is different; the damage in ordinary cement paste is instantaneous, whereas in foamed
cement paste the damage starts at the central point and the top and bottom, with fracture
developing and penetrating gradually through the top and bottom and the central point.

4. Overall Stability of Insulated Cold Transfer pipes
4.1. Numerical Modeling

To study the mechanical state of the pipe wall under different burial depths and strati-
graphic environments, FLAC3D numerical software was used to analyze the displacement,
stress, and plastic zone conditions systematically. Combined with the actual geological
conditions of the project, referring to the relevant literature and laboratory results, the
inner diameter of the designed pipe envelope is 0.38 m, and the model side length is not
less than 1.14 m according to the Saint-Venant’s principle. Therefore, a square of size
1.4 m × 1.4 m × 1.4 m was selected for the numerical simulation. The composite insulation
and cold transmission pipeline through deep strata were arranged in the center of the
model, which could radiate outward evenly. The inner wall of the pipe has a diameter of
97 mm and a thickness of 9 mm; the inner cement is foamed cement paste with a thickness
of 30 mm; the outer cement is ordinary cement paste with a thickness of 45 mm; between
the two layers of cement is the steel pipe with a thickness of 9 mm; the ordinary cement
paste is in direct contact with the rock and soil mass of the surrounding rock.

The meshed numerical model is shown in Figure 8. Mesh encryptions were carried
out for the internal part of ordinary cement paste, foamed cement paste, and steel pipe in
order to obtain a precisive analysis result. To improve the calculation efficiency, the external
surrounding rock mesh size is larger, and the model has 4800 meshes and 9760 nodes. The
numerical model parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Numerical model parameter.

Bulk Density/g/cm3 Compressive
Strength/MPa

Tensile
Strength/MPa

Elastic
Modulus/GPa Shear Modulus/GPa Poisson’s Ratio Cohesion/MPa Internal Friction

Angle/◦

Steel pipe 7.82 235 450 220 80 0.29 900 45
Mudstone 2.46 18.29 1.82 2.63 3.35 0.23 1.71 29.65

Foam concrete 0.98 1.13 0.10 1.47 0.61 0.2 1.8 38
Ordinary concrete 2.4 2.27 0.25 2.07 0.86 0.2 2.3 43.5

To quantitatively analyze the displacement and stress attenuation law of the composite
insulated cold transmission pipe through the deep strata and the surrounding rock under
deep ground stress, 24 measurement points were arranged in the vertical direction of the
model from inside to outside, and their vertical displacement, axial stress, and tangential
stress under different ground stress conditions were monitored. Both the two steel pipes
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were placed evenly with 3 points at 3 mm intervals, the FCM with 5 points at 6 mm intervals,
the OCM with 8 points at 6 mm intervals and the rock and soil mass with 5 points at 10 mm
intervals.

The Mohr–Coulomb criterion was used in the simulations to determine the deforma-
tion and yielding of the surrounding rock and the borehole insulation pipe. A total of six
ground stress scenarios, namely 3 MPa, 6 MPa, 9 MPa, 12 MPa, 15 MPa and 17.5 MPa,
were used to simulate the ground stresses on the insulation pipe from +183 m to −520 m.
Displacement boundary conditions were applied at the boundary of the calculation model
and then a gradient loading method was set to load the stresses, and when the horizontal
and vertical stresses were loaded to set ground stresses, the loading stresses were stopped
and iterative equilibration began.

4.2. Stability of the Surrounding Rock on the Outside of the Cold Transmission Pipe

The vertical displacement of the surrounding rock above the insulated cold pipe at
different distances from the inner wall of the steel pipe is shown in Figure 9. It can be
seen that when the ground stress is 3 MPa, the vertical displacement of the surrounding
rock within the range of 40 mm measurement points almost does not change, which is
approximately equal to 0. Due to the homogeneity of the nature of the model surrounding
rock, the vertical displacement of the surrounding rock decreases linearly with the increase
in the distance from the inner wall of the steel pipe. With the increasing ground stress, the
vertical displacement of the surrounding rock also gradually increases. When the ground
stress is 17.5 MPa, the vertical deformation of the surrounding rock around the pipe reaches
about 0.12 mm, and the difference of vertical displacement within 40 mm is about 0.02 mm.
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Figure 9. Variation of vertical displacement of the surrounding rock measurement points with
distance from the inner steel pipe wall.

Figure 10 shows the vertical stress distribution contour and the axial and tangential
stress curves at the measurement points of the surrounding rock with the distance from
the inner wall of the steel pipe under different ground stress conditions for the composite
insulated cold transmission pipe trough deep strata.
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Under the conditions of ground stress, the axial stress distribution of the external
rock surrounding the composite insulated cold transmission pipe through deep strata is
butterfly-shaped, while the stress concentration mainly occurs on the left and right sides of
the pipe. The axial stress on the left and right sides is generally greater than on the upper
and lower sides. The stress concentration is most obvious at the four corner positions of the
upper left, lower left, upper right, and lower right, and the axial stress on the upper and
lower sides is relatively small. Table 2 presents the maximum vertical stress values of the
external surrounding rock under different in situ stress conditions, where the negative sign
indicates compressive stress. From Table 2, it can be observed that the maximum vertical
stress of the external surrounding rock gradually increases with the increase in in situ stress.
This finding is similar to that of Leng X. et al [29]. They found that with the rise of the shaft
depth and stress coefficient under the different surrounding rock grades, the radial and
tangential stress showed an increasing trend, but the growing trend was relatively gentle.

Table 2. Maximum vertical stress of external surrounding rock under different in situ stress conditions.

In-Situ Stress/MPa Maximum Vertical Stress/MPa

3 −1.49
6 −3.19
9 −4.87
12 −6.58
15 −8.22

17.5 −9.55

Figure 11 shows the variation of the axial stress at the measurement point in the
surrounding rock with the distance from the inner steel pipe wall. At ground stresses
greater than 9 MPa, there is a slightly abrupt change in the distance from the inner steel
pipe wall between 113 mm and 123 mm, and then gradual stabilization occurs. The same
can be seen in the curve of tangential stresses in the surrounding rock with distance from
the inner steel pipe wall, where there is an abrupt change in tangential stresses downwards
as the distance from the measurement point increases from 113 mm to 123 mm. It can be
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assumed that the effect of ground stress on the external rock is also zoned, with 113–123 mm
being the critical zone.
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Figure 11. Variation of axial and tangential stresses at the measurement points in the surrounding
rock with distance from the inner steel pipe wall: (a) Axial stress, (b) Tangential stress.
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4.3. Overall Structural Stability of Long-Distance Insulated Cold Transmission Pipes

The overall stability of the structure of the insulated cold transmission pipe directly
affects the safety and stability of the operation of the insulated cold pipe in passing through
the deep strata for the ground cooling system. Therefore, analyzing the displacement,
stress, and plasticity zones is particularly important. The vertical displacement contour of
the pipe under different ground stress conditions shows that the displacement of the pipe
mainly occurs at the upper and lower walls of the pipe and decreases outwards layer by
layer. At the same time, there is almost no vertical displacement on both sides of the pipe.

Figure 12 shows that when the ground stress is 3 MPa and 6 MPa, there is almost no
vertical displacement between the inner steel pipe and the cement, and the deformation of
the whole pipe is minimal. When the ground stress exceeds 6 MPa, the vertical displacement
of the inner steel pipe is significantly higher than that of the outer steel pipe and the layer
of cement. Under high-ground stress, the deformation of the unit thickness of the FCM
is much higher than that of the OCM. Meanwhile, there is almost no deformation of the
steel pipe, and the deformation of the insulated pipe mainly comes from the deformation
of the cement material. As the ground stress increases, the vertical displacement of the steel
pipe, OCM, and FCM all increase linearly. The change in vertical displacement of the inner
steel pipe is mostly influenced by the ground stress, and the OCM is least influenced by the
ground stress.
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Figure 12. Variation of vertical displacement of insulated cold transmission pipe at measurement
points with distance from the inner pipe wall.

The axial stress distribution of the insulated cold transmission pipe under different
ground stress conditions is shown in Figure 13, from which it can be seen that the largest
zone of the insulated cold transmission pipe subjected to axial stress is the left and right
sides, and the two layers of steel pipe bear more stress concentration, relieving the stress
concentration in the OCM and FCM. Under high-ground stress conditions, the stress
distribution of the insulated cold transmission pipe is as follows: the left and right inner
walls of the pipe are the largest, the inner walls of the four corners are the second largest,
and the upper and lower inner walls are the smallest.

Figure 14 shows the different parts of the insulated cold transmission pipes with
the distance from the inner steel pipe wall and the change in ground stress. As can be
seen from the figure, the distance from the inner steel pipe wall and ground stress has
the smallest impact on the axial direction of the inner steel pipe, and with the increase in
ground stress, the axial stress of the inner steel pipe almost has no change, which is about
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0 MPa, indicating that the inner steel pipe is almost not subject to axial stress. At this time,
the inner part of insulated pipe can operate normally. When the distance from the inner
wall of the steel pipe exceeds 9 mm, the axial stress of the insulation pipe increases linearly
with the distance, and the OCM and FCM have the essential roles in the attenuation and
dissipation of the axial stress. As the ground stress increases, the OCM is most affected by
the axial stress and the inner steel pipe is least affected by the axial stress.
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Figure 13. Axial stress distribution of insulated cold transmission pipes under different ground stress
conditions.
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Figure 14. Variation of the axial stress at the measurement point of an insulated cold pipe with
distance from the inner pipe wall.

Figure 15 shows the distribution of the plastic zone in different parts of the insulated
cold transmission pipe under different ground stress conditions. The figure shows no
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yielding in the plastic zones of the insulated cold transmission pipe when the ground stress
ranges from 3 MPa to 12 MPa. When the ground stress reaches 15 MPa, yielding starts to
occur in the insulated cold transmission pipe, with the four corners of the pipe showing
tension-p, which indicates tensile yielding has occurred at these locations. As the ground
stress increases to 17.5 MPa (a value equal to the conventional ground stress magnitude at
700 m depth), the yielding failure of the pipe still occurs mainly at the corners, showing
significant tensile yielding and a small amount of shear yielding. However, although there
is a partial plastic zone in the insulated pipe at 15 MPa and 17.5 MPa, the plastic zone
mainly occurs at the OCM and FCM filling materials, and the plastic zone is small, which
does not affect the regular working operation of the insulated pipe. The insulated cold
transmission pipe of the composite structure through the deep strata from the inside to the
outside is composed of cold pipe, insulation-foamed cement paste layer, metal protection
casing, solid pipe plugging cement layer outside casing, and borehole rock layer. The
insulated cold transmission pipe, insulation cement layer, and casing are fixed through the
solid pipe plugging cement layer outside the casing, forming the mechanical properties
of the composite structure. Accordingly, the calculation simulation analysis of the overall
strength of the cold pipe is reliable, which can ensure the safe and stable operation.
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The plastic damage distribution characteristics of the outer solid pipe material and
the inner insulation layer under different ground stress conditions are shown in Figure 16.
When the ground stress is less than or equal to 12 MPa, the material does not show plastic
damage, and when it is beyond 12 MPa, the plasticity rate generally shows an increasing
linear trend. Therefore, Equations (1) and (2) can be used to express the plasticity damage
rate of the outer material and the inner insulation layer, respectively.

PZ =

{
0 (σ ≤ 12 MPa)

2.34σ − 28.03 (σ > 12 MPa)
(1)

PZ =

{
0 (σ ≤ 12 MPa)

6.52σ − 78.28 (σ > 12 MPa)
(2)

where PZ is the plasticity damage rate, and σ is the ground stress level. The destruction
of the material will also be affected by the size of the insulation pipe, geometry, material
properties, and other factors. Equations (1) and (2) can be simplified as

PZ =

{
0 (σ ≤ 12 MPa)

a · σ0 − 78.28b (σ > 12 MPa)
(3)

where σ0 is the critical stress level, and a and b are the physical parameters.
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Figure 16. Plastic zone proportion of insulated cold pipe materials, (a) Outer layer, (b) Internal insulation.

5. Conclusions

Uniaxial compression tests and splitting tests were carried out to address the problems
of delamination and water leakage caused by the fracture of the cold transmission pipeline
during the long-distance drilling of deep wells. The distribution law of the maximum
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principal strain field on the surface of the filling mortar was obtained based on digital
image analysis. A FLAC3D finite-difference model was established and calculated to study
the deformation and damage characteristics of the long-distance composite insulated cold
transmission pipeline under different stress conditions. The main conclusions obtained are
as follows.

(1) The uniaxial compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, and Brazilian splitting
strength of ordinary cement mortar (OCM) specimens were higher than those of foamed
cement mortar (FCM) specimens. Under uniaxial compression, the OCM specimens
showed axial tensile damage, while the FCM specimens showed mixed compression-
shear damage. Under Brazilian splitting, both the OCM and FCM specimens showed
typical splitting damage.

(2) The axial stress distribution of the surrounding rock outside the pipe is butterfly-
shaped, and the stress concentration mainly occurs on the left and right sides of the pipe.
With the increase in the ground stress, the OCM is most affected by the axial stress, and the
inner steel pipe is least affected by the axial stress. When the ground stress is large, there is
a sudden change in the tangential stress between 113 mm and 123 mm from the inner steel
pipe wall.

(3) The ground stress has a significant effect on the overall structural stability of the
long-distance insulated cold transmission pipe. When the ground stress is small (12 MPa),
the material does not show plastic damage, and when the ground stress exceeds 12 MPa,
the plasticity rate shows an overall linear increasing trend.

(4) The equations were derived for the plasticity damage rate and stress of the inner
and outer sides of the cold transmission pipe filled with mortar. The parameters of the
insulated pipe were constructed to provide a theoretical basis for enhancing the deformation
and damage characteristics of the cold transmission pipe of the composite structure.
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